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proclaimed the departing regiment. Young Captain von der
Goltz lifted Peter up, one foot in his stirrup, and carried him
towards the gate:
" Tell your mother/' he said, V that as we left, the band
played ' The Girl I left behind me V
Our day of departure approached. Mademoiselle had to-
pack, she said, we could go out alone. We could not remember
such a thing ever having happened before. Hansel-and-Gretel-
like we wandered wonderingly hand in hand, and spoke in
whispers. Fairies were everywhere, under every fern, dodging
behind rocks, throwing fir cones and red berries at us. We
felt ourselves woven into the mystery of the wood. Robbers
and violence had vanished. We crawled through arcades of
shadow and dense prickly thickets, Peter going first and I
following close. These led us into circular clearings, moss
carpeted and full of scarlet mushrooms set with pearls. Cob-
webs shimmered with diamonds, red squirrels sat up and looked
at us, and rabbits with white tails. But Mademoiselle's
last words haunted us, even here, as some witch's spell. She
said that she would be there although unseen.
" I shall know all you do and say! "
It occurred to us that perhaps the big broad-eared hare
that stopped and listened embodied Mademoiselle; it appeared
to be spying on us. Perhaps she took on the guise of rabbit
and squirrel in turn, the woman was capable of anything 1
And so we regretfully abandoned the wood and joined the
happy band of vintage workers. They gave us mugs of grape
juice out of a giant vat. It was sweet to the taste. We
laughed with mirth; the men laughed too.
At sunset, on a grassy bank above the vineyard, we watched
the colour shapes in the sky : against a vivid glow of crimson
there was a purple crocodile. From the valley below arose
the song of a peasant returning from work. The beauty of
that evening and the thrill of that one day of freedom stirred
us unforgettably. We said, " We will remember always/'
(Thirty years later, Peter and I were journeying journal-
istically in French-occupied Rhineland, and we deviated a
little way to revisit the scene of our childhood. With almost

